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Abstract

 Since the development and study of the interactions between metals in new compounds 

and their electrical applications, the advancement of electronics has drastically increased. Giant 

Magnetoresistance effect changing the way data is stored, the creation of indium tin oxides and 

their use for transparent devices, are both examples of major advancements that started off as an 

idea waiting for a cheap and effective fabrication technique in order to be as ubiquitous in 

electronics as they are today. The goal to replace old, expensive materials and find  new, more 

useful ones for electronics is a growing field. Topological insulators have recently been 

discovered and achieved experimentally in metallic compounds. Their use in electronics is still 

being researched, but is optimistic for many intrinsic properties they have other than their unique 

electrical attributes.

 Topological insulators are a group of materials that have a generally large insulating band 

gap on the interior and gapless Dirac surface states. They represent a great opportunity for the 

development of optoelectronic devices and study of spintronics. The durability and transparency 

of topological insulators at multiple frequencies make them an optimal material for the 

advancement in high performance electronics. Studies to create thin films of topological 

insulators have found that certain Bismuth compounds work best to make the films continuous. 

Bismuth Selenide (Bi2Se3) has proven to be easiest to create using Van der Waals epitaxy2. Yet, 

no one has created continuous Bismuth Telluride (Bi2Se3), which could be more useful than 

Bi2Se3 because the selenium vacancies act as electron donors inside the material. In order to 

allow the metal to fully insulate the interior it would be helpful to find a ternary compound or 

alternative compound that decreases the number of defects. We expect to create new films that 
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will be just as continuous and easily made in chemical vapor deposition tubes and expand our 

knowledge on the development of the film on different substrates and settings. Research has 

found that TI’s have high durability and are resistant to plasma coating giving them a longer 

lifetime than other materials such as graphene and indium tin oxides in optoelectronic devices..

Introduction

 Topological insulators (TIs) were first theorized in 2005 and later experimentally 

achieved in 20074. Their structure allows for the flow of quantized currents across the surface but 

have a large insulating band gap in the interior. Bismuth compounds have been used to create 

different topological insulator compounds with other elemental metals. Although not all of the 

properties in each type of TI is understood, current research is working towards developing uses 

for the unique properties of TIs. By harnessing the spin lock properties and effective surface 

conductivity, their use in studying spintronics and applications in electronics is optimistic3. 

 Before any major developments can be reached, it is imperative to first find a cheap and 

effective way to industrially produce the thin films. Current method of producing thin films of 

topological insulator is mainly based on molecular beam epitaxy. This method requires the 

evaporation to occur under a high vacuum pressure and at high temperatures. The equipment is 

costly and sensitive to different settings. Although very effective, the process needs improvement 

in order to mass produce these thin films inexpensively, which is why we are exploring their 

creation using chemical vapor deposition. Working with the vapor deposition method, we 

attempt to minimize impurities and explore the growth of different topological insulator 

materials. The process has a multitude of variables and settings that can be changed in order to 

perfect the creation process. Finding a method that allows the creation of these films at lower -
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temperatures and shorter evaporation times will increase their ability to be industrially mass 

produced, increasing research into the field and eventually giving way to their use in electronics.

Objectives

 Our objectives is to improve current settings in creating TI films and find new 

compounds in which continuos films can be made, comparable to Bi2Se3. We hypothesize  that 

by using a similar process, Bi2Te3 film can be continuously in thin layered films. As stated 

earlier, the goal is to perfect the Van der Waal epitaxy process using evaporation settings, 

pressure and temperature, closest to atmospheric conditions. In order to determine the best 

growth settings, we are able to alter and control most settings through our set up. By changing 

each variable one at a time, we can determine which individual settings work best and which 

variables have little to no effect on the film’s growth. For instance, the temperature is determined 

by the set furnace heat and drops off proportional to distance the substrate is from the center so 

by moving the positioning we can drastically change the temperature of deposition. All of this 

will be completed through a thorough process to account for any changes made to the settings 

and their effect on the final product of the film. Once the films have been created, our main goal 

is to minimize their thickness and increase their electron mobility along the surface.

 In addition, in order to further the usefulness and availability of TI’s we will study the 

films’ initial nucleation and how to further the growth to industrial scale. In order to move 

towards creating these films on a larger scale, we must first use simple methods to determine the 

total process of growth from beginning to end in order to maximize its efficiency. We can use the 

Dark Filed view on our optical microscope to study the film’s borders and defects along edges, 

hopefully finding an answer to why some compounds form continuously and others don’t. Little 
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is currently known about the specific growth process, but through our research we plan on 

verifying theories that suggest spiral growth. We attempt to find some conclusions based off of 

our growth methods by reducing the evaporation time and attempting to rapidly cut off 

deposition, attempting to see the initial growth patterns in areas where continuous films should 

form.

Background

 Topological insulators were initially theorized due to quantum band gaps seen in thin 

filmed materials made of certain metal compounds. The topological surface states hold time 

reversal symmetry and properties that allow for the study of spintronics and quantum Hall 

effects3. They act as a conductor along the surface, but immobilize and insulate currents through 

the interior. TI’s properties can be described as a plastic cable coated in a metal surface. There is 

no distinct, strong force that causes initial nucleation onto the mica, but the film eventually forms 

due to the attraction between the molecules around defects. Even though the evaporated metals 

will form onto the mica in expected orientations, the final 

goal of continuous, thin layered film is expected. To 

achieve this, previous works have already found the 

preferred settings for Van der Waals epitaxy in a chemical 

vapor deposition tube.

Review of Previous Work

 Earlier works have studied the electrical effects of 

the film and it’s properties that could lead to using 

topological insulators in optoelectronics and other 
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Figure 1: Here we see the durability of TI 
film on fluorophlogite mica. In addition, the 
transparency to visible light can be noticed. 
The colorful background shows the 
transparency of the thinly layered film. Peng 
et al., Nat Chem 4 (4), 281-286 (2012)3



devices. Specifically, measurements of Bi2Se3 films have been made pertaining to its resistance 

and transparency. It was found that when evaporated onto fluorophlogopite mica the Bi2Se3 films 

transmit 60-70% of visible light. At low end wavelengths (1.4–3 mm) the film was even more 

surprising reaching up to 90% transparency3. 

Eventually, the hope is that the transparency of 

the films can be used for detection purposes 

within the electronic devices, specifically 

optoelectronics.

 In addition the same work explores the 

durability of TIs. Comparatively the Bismuth 

Selenide films would continue to hold its properties 

through duration and coating tests that other materials 

such as graphene would fail. The film was resistant to an oxygen plasma treatment, unlike 

graphene and would be useful when needed to withstand stressful environment conditions. The 

coatings can add to the heat resistance, but the film itself is resistant to elevated temperatures, 

humidity, and chemical agents. This would further increase the durability and lifetime of the 

films if used for industrial purposes.

 As far as replacing current materials such as indium tin oxides (ITO’s), the topological 

insulators maintain their resistance when bent up to a radius of 2mm. From Figure 2 we can see  

that the ITO’s resistance drops off rather drastically3. From what we can see, TI films have better 

properties to survive stress tests on a system better than current transparent films.
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Figure 2: Shows the bending radius of Bismuth 
selenide and it’s resistance. The radius wasn’t 
necessarily limited by the film, but by the substrate 
mica. Peng et al., Nat Chem 4 (4), 281-286 (2012)3



 We also wanted to study the previously 

postulated formation of the topological insulator 

films and how they become continuous. This may 

help us determine how to create continuous Bi2Te3 

film. It is theorized that the small flakes begin a one 

helical mode spiral around a central defect and 

continue to grow as the flake wraps on top of itself. 

Using Bi2Te3, the group used Molecular Beam 

Epitaxy to grow the TI onto epitaxial graphene5. STM imaging was used to study the height 

differentials across the film’s borders. This showed the spiral tendencies of Bi2Te3 film during 

MBE. We hope to see the effects of using chemical vapor deposition in place of the growth 

method either to expand the understanding of the film’s growth or to postulate our own theory. 

Although there exist many differences between the studies, it’s important to see if our group can 

apply the same understanding to growing in a CVD environment.

Concept and Methods

 The concept for the evaporation process uses simple chemical vapor deposition. By 

positioning a 12 inch long, 1 inch in diameter, quartz tube across the furnace. The set up allows 

for one end to attach to a vacuum pump that can decrease the pressure inside the tube. The other 

end is connected to an Argon gas tank that allows for the flow of inert gas through the tube 

without chemically affecting the deposition. 

 For our experiments we use muscovite mica due to its relation to fluorophlogopite mica 

(used by Peng et al. in previous experiments), but cheaper and easier to obtain. The mica 
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Figure 3: The theorized growth of the one-dimensional 
helical mode spiral using beam epitaxy. Also shows the 
films growth over SiC steps along the film’s growth path. 
Liu et al., PRL 108 (2012): 115501.5



provides a relatively flat atomic surface for the deposition to occur. The source we use is either a 

Bi2Te3 or Bi2Se3  vapor deposition grade (Purity of 99.999%) metal that we grind up into a fine 

powder and insert into a crucible.The source crucible is placed at the center of the tube. The 

freshly cleaved 1.5cm by 5cm mica substrate is promptly placed into the tube at the edge of the 

furnace. The entirety of the substrate is located 

from 13-15 cm. In order to initiate the 

deposition, first a vacuum is created and they 

system is pumped down to the pressure of ~20 

mTorr.

 Once the pressure ceases to decrease, 

the nitrogen gas is allowed to flow through the 

tube at 1000 SCCM(standard cubic centimeter per 

minute). Increasing the temperature allows for the evaporation of the metals that are eventually 

carried down stream of towards the substrate where the film begins its deposition.

 We have varied the time the film is left to form inside the 

furnace between 15 and 30 minutes. The growth 

continues as we allow the system to cool naturally for 

an hour. We found that varying the evaporation time had 

little to no affect on the position or type of growth. This 

drew the conclusion that using the current method most 

of the deposition occurs as the system cools once the 

metals have evaporated and reach a concentrated vapor pressure.
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Figure 4: High Temperature zone of Bi2Te3  film 
created using vapor deposition.
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Figure 5: Typical set up of a chemical vapor deposition 
tube used to make topological insulators.



 We used this method to recreate the 

forming of Bi2Se3 film, but the same settings 

were unable to produce continuous Bi2Te3 

thin film. Additionally we were able to 

obtain films with ternary compounds at 

varying ratios of Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3. This 

Bi2Te2Se1 or Bi2Se2Te1 nanofilms created 

continuous thin depositions on the muscovite 

mica. The majority of this experiment looks at 

the creation of the films and their qualitative aspects through an optical microscope. Following 

visual inspection we measure their resistance to current on the surface, hoping to minimize it 

across the continuous films. As stated earlier, the main goal through this process after achieving a 

continuous film is to maximize the electron mobility, meaning a lower resistance along the 

surface. We make initial measurements by cutting out small strips from our sample and creating 

2mm by 1cm long strips, singling out the continuous 

film. We use indium to solder on horizontal contacts 

across the film. Using an ohmmeter we can test the 

resistance before taking higher quality measurements. 

In order to finalize the quantitative qualities a 

Physical Property Measuring System (PPMS) takes 

measurements of the film’s Hall effect and electron 

mobility. We take the slim samples and apply four 
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Figure 6: Overlay of Dark Field view on Light Field view 
to show borders and the shape of Bi2Te3 film below. We can 
see that largest films have grown continuously while some 
smaller flakes still have inconsistencies along their borders.
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Figure 7: Shows the resistance of Bi2Te3/Bi2Se3 
ternary compound measurements when cooled and 
heated in the PPMS. The expected curve is linear, as 
the data shows, neglecting the edges.



more contact points attaching gold wiring to be 

placed in the PPMS. A sample output of continuous 

film is shown in Figure 7.

 After becoming satisfied with the ternary 

compounds’ production, we began studying the 

film’s initial nucleation properties. During this 

process we decreased the evaporation time to 

approximately 0 to 5 minutes inside the furnace. 

Directly after the allotted time, the system was cooled as quickly as possible to reduce further 

growth. Once these films were created we could analyze the film’s pattern and growth behavior. 

We can see that the film begins formation along a defect in the mica and begins to branch across 

the substrate. Using the dark view setting on the optical microscope we see the boundaries 

between the smaller flakes and what soon becomes continuous film. Although our view is limited 

using the optical microscope, you can see that even with the Bi2Te3 film the larger flakes form 

continuously, yet overall, on a larger scale, 

will not form a continuous film as seen in 

Figure 9.

Preliminary Work

 Over the past nine months I have 

developed many films and analyzed their 

continuity. By varying such variables as the 

source metals, crucibles, and furnace settings, 
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Figure 8: Shows continuous ternary compound (Bi2Te2Se1) 
film made using our CVD process shown at 50x Optical 
Zoom

Figure 8: Shows non-continuous film made using strictly 
Bi2Te3 during the growth process. The figure shows the 
Dark Filed over the Light Field View. The light marks 
covering the surface are breaks in continuity.



I would analyze the deposition. There were many conclusions made during this period of time. 

To begin with, the deposition of the films have will initially form in hexagonal and triangular 

shapes at high temperature zones, best seen using Bi2Te3, referencing Figure 4. It was concluded 

that the flakes were oriented at 60º angles from each other due to the mica’s surface structure3.

 Before my work began, the post doctorate student I work with, Chee Huei Lee, was able 

to recreate Bi2Se3 films that show such an orientation between the flakes in addition to eventually 

forming continuous film at lower temperatures. I was able to use his furnace vapor deposition 

settings to try and create continuous Bi2Te3. So far the same evaporation settings don’t allow for 

continuous growth of Bi2Te3 film, but the flakes and initial deposition can be seen.

Outlook

 We are constantly working to develop and improve the creation of Bi2Te3, but our future 

goals are to experiment with different substrates that have comparable surface structures to mica, 

determine the optimal ratio for the creation of a ternary compound that limits selenium 

vacancies, and other changes to the substrate’s position that could improve the percentage of 

continuous film depositing onto the substrate. We have come to many conclusions throughout 

our work but in order to solidify other claims, such as the current preferred mixing ratio of 

Bi2Te3 to Bi2Se3 being 2:1  for optimal ternary growth we need to run additional experimentation.

 Many different alterations in the position, size and source crucible have already been 

tested. Conclusions to be made help to focus our future work towards making better films more 

consistently. We have found that the size of substrate nor its horizontal or vertical position 

changes the deposition, we still obtain the expected results consistent with the region from 

previous experiments. The crucible that holds the source metals can be altered to try and increase 
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the deposition rate and decrease the evaporation time. We found that a long boat crucible works 

best for our depositions because of its length and depth. We used both a vertical and horizontal 

quartz tube crucible and found that the vertical orientation has a larger depth for the source 

material to evaporate from, decreasing the deposition rate. This was detrimental for our purposes 

as well as the horizontal tube which ended up depositing small dust particles down stream onto 

the substrate, interfering with the continuous growth pattern.

 The study of initial nucleation led to a better understanding of the film’s initial growth 

sites and how the flakes interact along the borders. Yet, the initial plan to halt growth and 

continue after noting initial growth sites would have contaminated the sample once being 

exposed to atmospheric gases in order to be studied. In order to study something similar we have 

begun work as shown above using Bi2Te3 and the Dark Field Viewer on the optical microscope 

studying the flake’s connected growth and if there still exists borders from the smaller 

preexisting nucleations. We have not been able to conclude the growth pattern but hope to in the 

coming future.

 In turn, we hope to study the growth of TIs based off of the substrates positioning not 

only horizontally, as already studied, but vertically and at different angles. This will allow us to 

better understand the variables that affect growth within Chemical Vapor Deposition. I expect to 

see a different type of growth due to the streaming of the gases through the furnace. The contact 

with the substrate will be more direct and may cause additional growth from the direct contact 

than depending solely on Van der Waals forces. Through optimization of this strategy we could 

hopefully control the growth of continuous film and eventually use new compounds to create 

these thin nanofilms that would otherwise not form continuously.
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